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Simplify, Simplify.
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A humble rancher metamorphosed into a sleek contemporary.
With its crisp white structure echoing the iconic design
of a classic Chester County farmhouse, this sleek contemporary offers many surprises. The architect-designed
transformation is far closer to a shelter magazine stunner—feel the Dwell Magazine vibe—than the original
1950s ranch-style house that was its foundation.
Just a glance around the main living space makes clear
why the owners hope to replicate this same look and feel
when they relocate to the West Coast. Lucky new own1
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ers can reap the benefits of the meticulous care taken
in creating this family home—from details like the welcoming tangerine front door (painted the 2012 Pantone
color of the year) to the walls of white lacquered closets
that keep life’s details in their place.
Life Made Easy
Begin in a quiet, family neighborhood with a country feel in the Chadds Ford/Unionville School District.

Choose a location just minutes from
major highways for easy commuting
to Philadelphia, Wilmington and other
points. Design a home with quality construction, high-end and “green” materials that’s easy to care for, inside and out.
And then have the owner/designer pick
the details for his dream home.
This livable home has what modern
families need, in its five
bedrooms, three full and
one half baths, with inlaw suite and four car
garages on over an acre of
level land.
The main living space
flows from the open,
sun-filled great room
through the dining area
with gas fireplace and
uninterrupted to the spacious kitchen. There are
no formal living or dining rooms collecting dust
until the holidays, no walls
to prevent adding tables for large family
gatherings or major entertaining. Instead,
the space is open and flexible, with walls of
windows on one side and walls of cabinets
on the other so only what’s needed is in
view and all else is easily stored.
Even the magnificent open kitchen,
anchored by an 80-square-foot counter, was designed for ease. The professional-grade double refrigerator, two
dishwashers, coffee station and massive

amount of built-in storage make cooking a pleasure.
Design and materials work to minimize maintenance and maximize simple living and efficiency. Radiant heating is comfortable, energy efficient and
eliminates radiators and vents. A metal
roof gives 50 years of life. Other ecofriendly choices include James Hardie

plank siding, Azek trim material, Timber Tech deck, and hardwood and polished concrete interior
flooring. Added insulation, high-end energy
efficient windows and
multiple heating and
cooling zones keep
energy costs in check.
White walls add
brightness as painted

accent walls add a pop of color for
interest. Here is space that’s clean and
uncluttered, a perfect respite at the end
of a hectic, stressful day.
Master Suite
Above the great room is the private
master suite, separate from the open,
communal space below. Four panels
of floor-to-ceiling windows flood the
suite with light (more windows on
two other sides) and provide a view
over the rear deck and property. The

simple design downstairs continues in
this bedroom and adjacent dressing
area, where 14 white lacquered doors
enclose the closets (several closets hide
enough custom shoe racks to satisfy
Carrie Bradshaw).
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A pristine master bath continues the
clean design, with white tile and gray
floor. High-end Grohe fixtures look
like sculpture in a gallery setting. An
oversized German-made Duravit whirlpool bathtub, inspired by the owners’
honeymoon, propels bubbles up from
the bottom surface for a soothing soak.
Kids Wing and More
Just a hint of the prior home
remains in the kids’ wing that’s off the
kitchen. There, you’ll find a child’s
bedroom, playroom,
guest room, completely updated bath
and more storage.
Off the opposite
side of the kitchen is
a well-designed laundry room with built-in
appliances, all crafted
by Chester County
Custom Woodworking & Remodeling,
which did the major
construction on the
renovation. A large,
dry, unfinished basement remains to be
transformed into a home gym, media
room, or other space.
Separate Suite
Currently used as an in-law suite with
a separate entrance that can be closed
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off from the rest of the home, a secondfloor suite includes a living and dining area, kitchen with full-sized appliances, bedroom
and full bath,
with grab bars
and shower seat.
Filled with light
from windows
on three sides,
the living room
would charm
any guests or
an au pair with
the view. The
oversized picture
window suggests
other uses—studio space or the
best home office. Well-designed space
is always flexible.
Spring is a time for new beginnings.
Consider beginning a simple life in a
thoughtfully crafted setting in southern Chester County.
Offered at $845,000 by the Kit Anstey Real
Estate Team at Prudential Fox & Roach Realtors. For more information, contact Kit Anstey,
610-836-2348; Kit@AnsteyTeam.com.

